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Born and raised in Brooklyn, New York. Went to highschool at 

the Highschool for Innovation in Advertising and Media, gradu-

ated to Borough of Manhattan Community College, transfered to 

New York City College of Technology.

H.S.I.A.M. taught me the advertising industry, and the impor-

tance of branding, with B.M.C.C teaching me how to apply these 

in design across platforms, and N.Y.C.C.T teaching me to focus 

that knowledge into specific industries and applications.

Where I’m From



My Strongsuit

Over my times at different schools I’ve jumped around focus-

ing my skills on one area or another but one that I continually 

find myself falling back to is typography. Working with kerning, 

leading, different typefaces and so on never seems to bore me, 

and I enjoy making it look just right for whatever I’m working 

on.
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When Neil Gaiman announced in March that he 
would be returning to the world of Sandman, 
the comic that made his name back in the 1980s, 

fans were delighted. But the writers he chose to develop four 
new strands to the story of Morpheus – Simon Spurrier, Nalo 
Hopkinson, Dan Watters and Kat Howard – admit they were 
a little apprehensive.“We all went into the project with an un-
derstandable amount of trepidation to colour the enthusiasm,” 
says Spurrier, who has joined forces with the artist Bilquis Evely 
on The Dreaming, “imagining ourselves politely borrowing 
Neil’s toys, respectfully spending a little time mucking about 
in his proverbial sandpit, but ultimately returning everything 
unmarked and unchanged.”Gaiman isn’t writing the four new 
books himself – he’s busy with TV adaptations of the novels 
American Gods and Good Omens – but having picked the 
creative teams he conducted a brainstorming session in New 
Orleans, where he outlined a vision for the interconnecting 
series, and encouraged the writers to enjoy themselves.“Neil’s 
first set of feedback to our earliest ideas was to tacitly give us 
permission to stop worrying so much,” Spurrier says, “to treat 
the toys with the sort of loving recklessness one really needs to 
build great stories. 

To add new toys and to break some of the old ones if necessary. 
He’s maintained an appropriately godfatherly posture ever 
since.”One of the flagship titles of DC’s mature readers’ imprint 
Vertigo when it launched in 1988, Sandman ran for eight years 
and 75 monthly issues. Gaiman charted the adventures of 
Morpheus, the personification of dreams, and his otherwordly 
siblings who hold sway over realms such as desire, destiny and 
delirium. After a hiatus of 17 years, he returned to the character 
in 2013 for a prequel, The Sandman: Overture, and in March 
2018 Gaiman revealed he had been feeling guilty that no one 
was playing with a story he described as “a huge sandbox with 
so many wonderful toys”.DC helped Gaiman select creative 
teams to expand the story’s world with four monthly comics 
that would become a self-contained “Sandman Universe” with-
in the wider DC continuity — House of Whispers, The Books 
of Magic, Lucifer and The Dreaming. But Gaiman hasn’t left 
the writers without a map.“Neil has been a compass keeping the 
ship on course this entire time,” says Dan Watters, the writer of 

Lucifer. “Neil basically gave me a nucleus that [artists Sebastián 
and Max] Fiumaras and I have extrapolated out into something 
else, which I think is exactly what Neil wanted us to do with it, 
and has been there since with a nudge and a suggestion to curate 
it into the best book it can be.”

Sandman, which has sold more than 7m copies, was the comic 
book that brought a new readership to comics; people who 
didn’t really read comics were happy to make an exception for 
Gaiman’s storytelling. In the 80s, its cast of characters was also 
notably diverse. That might have been new and inventive in 
1988, but surely the world – and comics – have changed for the 
better in the last 30 years?

Kat Howard, who writes The Books of Magic, following 
bespectacled boy magician Tim Hunter (whose first Sandman 
incarnation predated Harry Potter by some time), says: “Well, 
I’m answering this question on a day when it’s been announced 
that the government of my country is trying to further strip 
legal rights and protections from trans people, so my short, 
angry response is that we haven’t come far enough. With that 
acknowledgement, I’m proud to be a part of a title and a comic 
universe that had and has stories of inclusivity, that was 
and will continue to be a place where people can see 
themselves represented on its pages.”

Spurrier agrees. “When one sets out to tell stories with 
an ensemble cast – especially one literally made up of 
dreams, nightmares, myths and abstractions, set in a 
world which is a representation of the collective human 
subconscious, you’d have to be pretty tone deaf, and 
pretty determined to tell a mind-numbingly grey story, 
not to embrace variety and positive distinctions.”

Whereas The Dreaming, Lucifer and The Books of Magic 
take existing and familiar Sandman characters, the fourth new 
Sandman comic, The House of Whispers, written by Nalo 
Hopkinson with art by Dominike Stanton, introduces a whole 
new realm to the uWniverse, one populated by people of colour 
and infused with voodoo.

Hopkinson told the website io9: “What’s wonderful is that 
Neil and the artists who did the original Sandman series wrote 

Bigger dreams: how Neil Gaiman’s 
Sandman universe is expanding  by David Barnett

“He’s maintained 
an appropriately 

godfatherly 
posture...”
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what was going on. The Silver Surfer, the Watcher, Galactus- 
they were all bigger than the helpless Fantastic Four, who were 
relegated to sitting on the sidelines. The Watcher commanded 
them to show humility: “Stand and observe! Try to fathom 
the cataclysmic forces which have been unleashed!” Two years 
before 2001: A Space Odyssey, before the cinema could hope 
to approach the psychedelic imagination, the Human Torch 
emerged from an epiphanic trip in the laser-light show that was 
the Negative Zone, the Ultimate Nullifier finally in hand, but 
stricken with something like cosmic trauma, stammering in 
shock: “I traveled through worlds . . . so big . . . so big . . . there . . 
. there aren’t words! We’re like ants . . . just ants . . . ants!!!”

The Fantastic Four nervously brandished the exotic weapon, 
and the conscience-stricken Silver Surfer turned against his 
master, but Galactus was more annoyed than intimidated. He 
agreed to spare the planet in exchange 
for the surrender of the Ultimate Nul-
lifier and casually sentenced his former 
messenger to imprisonment on Earth. 
(“I remove your space-time powers! 
Henceforth, the Silver Surfer shall roam 
the galaxies no more!”) The devourer 
of planets finally departed, but it didn’t 

feel like a clean 
triumph for 
the heroes, just a loss of innocence. 
Letter-writers wiped their brows, 
caught their breath, tried to reason it 
out: clearly the Galactus saga was a jus-
tification for Vietnam, with Galactus 
as the Viet Cong, the Fantastic Four as 
South Vietnam, and the Silver Surfer as 
America . . . right? Lee responded with 
wry, expert deflection: “Two’ll getcha 
ten that our next mail contains a whole 
kaboodle of letters from equally imagi-

native fans who are utterly convinced that Galactus represented 
Robert McNamara, while the Silver Surfer was Wayne Morse- 
with Alicia symbolizing Lady Bird!”

He had a point: it was beyond metaphor. And it wasn’t just 
Fantastic Four that could no longer be reduced to Joseph 
Campbell schematics or English Lit 101 symbolisms. Suddenly 
almost everything in the Marvel Universe was reaching some 
kind of critical juncture, a point of no return. Nick Fury’s 
modern-day S.H.I.E.L.D. adventures in Strange Tales merged 
with Captain America’s missions in Tales of Suspense as the 
he- roes teamed against high-tech organizations like A.I.M. 
(Advanced Idea Mechanics) and HYDRA[2] for a kind of 
sci-fi paramilitary feedback loop. Here, too, science bounded 
forward at a dizzying, almost alarming rate-even the flurry of 
good-guy gadgets like Life Model Decoys carried dis- concert-
ing post-atomic associations of that which humanity is not 
ready to harness. A.I.M.-which consisted of shady industrialists 
outfitted like futuristic beekeepers-created the Super-Adaptoid 

and brandished a talisman known as the Cosmic Cube (“The 
ultimate weapon! The ultimate source of power! The only such 
artifact known to man-which can convert thought waves-into 
material action!”), which fell into the hands of the Red Skull, 
who’d just reemerged from the rubble of the Führerbunker 
after two decades. All you could pray for was to have the Orion 
Missile, or the Matter Transmitter, on your side.

Thor encountered a simultaneous crisis. The thunder god’s 
own name finally replaced Journey into Mystery as the title 
of his comic, but-as if in ironic commemoration-the “Tales of 
Asgard” story tucked in the back of the latest issue featured a 
nightmare vision of Ragnarok, the end of the world. Ragnarok 
was presented in a sort of premonition-daydream sequence, 
but it was assuredly an outcome that could not be avoided, a 
fait accompli: “As chaos and carnage envelop the realm; as a 

fury akin to madness sweeps the very 
soul of Asgard; there are those who 
crumble beneath the strain-who join the 
ranks of the forces of evil. . . .” Fire and 
devastation unfolded over two issues, 
depopulated panels given over to fallen 
swords, steel-beam crosses, and smoking 
debris. The prophecy was staved off, but 
there was the nagging knowledge that 
this was only a temporary stall from 

“that which no force in all the universe can prevent.” Galactus, 
the Cosmic Cube, and Ragnarok were all closing in on the skies, 
a conspiracy of doom. Armageddon was nigh.

It was at this eschatological juncture that Steve Ditko’s last 
Amazing Spider-Man and “Doctor Strange” stories were finally 
published, months after Ditko’s actual departure and thus car-
rying the import of a last will and testament. A conflict between 
Strange and his rival Dormammu, which had extended over an 
unprecedented seventeen issues, came to an apocalyptic climax 
of its own, as Dormammu held hostage a cosmic entity known 
as . . . Eternity. Once again, planets shook, stars screamed, and 
our hero narrowly avoided insanity. “No human mind can 
retain the things I have seen!” Strange proclaimed. “Already, 
the memories begin to fade. . . .” In the final panel, the Sorcerer 
Supreme turns his back and takes leave of the extradimensional 
battle site to return home, “his greatest battle won.” With that, 
Ditko was gone from Marvel.

Carl Burgos and Joe Simon, now in their fifties, watched from 
the sidelines. As the initial twenty-eight-year terms of Marvel’s 
initial copyrights on the Human Torch and Captain America 
approached expiration, creators Burgos and Simon consulted 
lawyers and prepared to wrest back ownership of the heroes 
upon which Marvel had built its comics empire.[3] While the 
paperwork was completed, they also saw another way to stick it 
to Goodman: they’d roll out pointedly competing comic books.

Burgos teamed up with Myron Fass, who’d drawn stories 
for Timely in the early 1950s and was now a publisher of 
sleazy magazines, in a gambit to snatch the Captain Marvel 

trademark. To Goodman’s chagrin, the name Captain Marvel 
had never been his property-it had belonged to Fawcett in the 
1940s and 1950s, until the settlement of a DC Comics suit 
that claimed that the caped and flying character of Captain 
Marvel infringed on its Superman. The Captain Marvel name 
had been abandoned along with the character, and now Fass 
pounced, knowing he’d get a reaction from Goodman. Burgos’s 
new version of Captain Marvel was, like his old creation the 
Human Torch, a red-costumed android; if Marvel didn’t get 
the message, Burgos also soon introduced a villain named Dr. 
Doom. The comic, launched in early 1966, bombed, but when 
an irritated Goodman offered six thousand dollars for the 
copyright in July, Fass refused.

Burgos was also at that time pursuing legal action against 
Marvel Comics over the Human Torch copyright. Then, one 
day in the summer of 1966, his daughter, Susan, watched as 
he destroyed every trace of his Marvel Comics career-which 
had to that point been hidden away from her. “I never saw his 
collection until the day he threw it all out. I just happened to be 
in the backyard this summer day and there was a whole pile of 
stuff in the yard. I took as many of the comics as I could carry 
back to my room, like they were some treasure. He came in and 
demanded that I give him my comics. . . . I got the impression 
that he either lost the case or something else had happened per-
taining to it.” Again Burgos withheld details from his daughter, 
but over the years she learned the source of his ire. “I grew up 
believing that he came up with this fabulous idea,” she said, 
“and that Stan Lee took it from him.”

In fact, Burgos’s claims may have never made it to court; his 
dark ritual on that summer day may have instead been reaction 
to a new Marvel comic book. In early August, Lee and Kirby’s 
Fantastic Four Annual #4 featured Burgos’s original Human 
Torch, battling the new teenage Human Torch and the rest of 
the Fantastic Four. Cover-dated October 1968, it appeared ex-
actly twenty-eight years after Marvel Comics #1-in other words, 
exactly as the initial twenty-eight-year copyright was expiring. 
The original Torch had been revived just long enough to ensure 
their copyright claim-only to be killed again, pages later. “Well, 
let’s face it,” mused the Thing when Burgos’s creation had been 
extinguished, “ya win a few . . .’n ya lose a few!” Lee had Johnny 
Storm, the last Human Torch standing, eulogizing his fallen 
predecessor this way: “He tried to defeat me . . . and yet, I can’t 
find it in my heart to hate him!”

Burgos quietly registered some copyright claims in 1967 that 
went nowhere, and then disappeared from Marvel’s radar 
entirely. In the early 1970s, artist Batton Lash tracked down 
Burgos and asked the veteran for advice. But Burgos had left 
comics behind for good, and advised Lash to stay away from 
that “terrible field” as well, citing his own disappointment 
over the Human Torch. “If I’d known how much trouble and 
heartbreak the Torch would bring me,” he told the young artist, 
“I would never have created him.”

Joe Simon, meanwhile, was about to pursue a copyright claim of 

his own, on Captain America. Captain America had been-along 
with Iron Man, Thor, Sub-Mariner, and the Hulk-one of five 
characters announced for the Marvel Super Heroes animated 
show.[4] By the spring of 1966, as the series began production, 
there was already a bonanza of licensing in place: paperbacks, 
LPs, model kits, costumes, buttons, pins, trading cards, board 
games, T-shirts and sweatshirts, toys, and stickers. “We’ve had 
movie offers for just about all our characters,” Lee bragged. 
Simon would file suit against not only Goodman’s Magazine 
Management, but also Krantz Films (distributor of the cartoon 
show) and Weston Merchandising (which had developed Cap-
tain Action, a figure that included Captain America parapher-
nalia).[5] Simon, a businessman as well as an artist, was a greater 
legal threat than Burgos. He’d kept extensive records-including 
the original sketches he’d done of Captain America in 1940.

As he had with the Human Torch, Goodman took 
measures to reestablish Marvel’s ownership of Captain 
America. Fantasy Masterpieces, a double-sized title 
that had run reprints of 1950s Atlas stories, suddenly 
shifted gears and re-presented Golden Age Captain 
America. But the credits-”art and editorial by Joe 
Simon and Jack Kirby”-were removed.

Kirby protested, but he was in a tough spot. “Simon 
said he created Captain America,” Goodman told him. 
“He wants the copyright and it looks like you’re out.” 
Goodman offered a deal: if Kirby would side with Marvel in the 
dispute, the company would pay him an amount to match any 
future settlement with Simon. On July 12, 1966, Kirby signed 
a deposition describing the creation of Captain America. “I felt 
that whatever I did for Timely belonged to Timely as was the 
practice in those days. When I left Timely, all of my work was 
left with them.”

As Simon plotted his next legal move, he continued editing 
superhero books for Harvey Comics, best known for such 
little-kid fare as Casper the Friendly Ghost and Richie Rich. 
Happy to poach from Martin Good- man, he commissioned 
work from Marvel artists Dick Ayers and George Tuska; he 
also hired Wally Wood.[6] He recruited newer talent as well: at 
a Manhattan comic convention, he approached an artist with 
James Dean hair and a million-dollar smile and invited him to 
Long Island to help create characters. I want to compete with 
Marvel, Simon told the artist.

The artist’s name was Jim Steranko, and he was the twenty-sev-
en-year- old art director at a Shillington, Pennsylvania, ad agen-
cy. If there weren’t a trail of newspaper clippings to confirm it, 
one would never believe what Steranko had packed into his early 
years. He was born into poverty, with a father who struggled 
to support his family by gathering bootleg coal, digging home-
made mines, and taking serious risks in unsafe, rickety shafts. 
The young Steranko, obsessed with the danger and claustro-
phobia of his father’s daily routine, dedicated himself to the art 
of escape. By the age of sixteen, he was putting on Houdini-like 
public performances, showing off to local police that he could 

Jack Kirby

Steve Ditko’s last 
Amazing Spider-Man 
and “Doctor Strange” 

stories were finally 
published,

Joe Simon, 
meanwhile, was 
about to pursue 

a copyright 
claim of his own

 Burgos’s claims may have never made it to court;  his dark ritual on that summer day may have instead been reaction 
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AC COMICS
Crypt Of Horror #37, $29.95
AFTERSHOCK COMICS
Brothers Dracul Volume 1 TP, $14.99
Dark Ark #11 (C AC COMICS
Crypt Of Horror #37, $29.95
AFTERSHOCK COMICS
Brothers Dracul Volume 1 TP, $14.99
Dark Ark #11 (Cover A Juan Doe), $3.99
Dark Ark #11 (Cover B Michael Rooth), $3.99
Normals Volume 1 TP, $17.99
Patience Conviction Revenge #3, $3.99
AHOY COMICS
Captain Ginger #2, $3.99
Wrong Earth #2 (Jamal Igle 2nd Printing Variant Cover), $3.99
ALTERNA COMICS
Croak TP, $9.95
Doppelganger TP, $9.95
Mr. Crypt TP, $9.95
AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY PRODUCTIONS
Stargate Atlantis Volume 2 Hearts And Minds/Singularity TP, 

$19.99
AMIGO COMICS
Tree That Grew On My Wall #1 (One Shot), $9.99
Welcome Home #1 (One Shot), $9.95
ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS
Betty And Veronica Jumbo Comics Digest #268, $6.99
Betty And Veronica Vixens Volume 2 TP, $14.99
ASPEN COMICS
Artifact One #2 (Cover A Romina Moranelli), $3.99
Artifact One #2 (Cover B J. P. Mavinga), $3.99
Dellec Volume 2 #3 (Cover A Micah Gunnell), $3.99
Dellec Volume 2 #3 (Cover B Paolo Barrios), $3.99
AVERY HILL PUBLISHING
Retrograde Orbit GN, $16.99
BBC BOOKS
Doctor Who Molten Heart HC (not verified by Diamond), 

$10.99
BLACKBOX COMICS
Gospel Of Jesus Christ #1 (One Shot), $5.99
BOOM! STUDIOS
Adventure Time Comics Volume 6 TP, $14.99
Adventure Time Season 11 #2 (Cover A Jorge Corona), $3.99
Adventure Time Season 11 #2 (Cover B Julie Benbassat), $3.99
Adventure Time Season 11 #2 (Cover C Jakub Rebelka), AR
By Night #5 (Of 12)(Cover A Christine Larsen), $3.99
By Night #5 (Of 12)(Cover B Sarah Stern), $3.99

Firefly #1 (Cover A Lee Garbett), $3.99
Firefly #1 (Cover B Joe Quinones), $3.99
Firefly #1 (Cover C J. G. Jones), AR
Firefly #1 (Cover D Joe Quinones Black & White Variant), AR
Firefly #1 (Cover E Lee Garbett Black & White Variant), AR
Firefly #1 (Cover H Blank Variant), AR
Firefly #1 (Cover I Jock), AR
Firefly Legacy Edition Volume 1 TP, $29.99
Form Of A Question HC, $17.99
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers Shattered Grid #1 (Cover K Goni 

Montes), AR
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers Year Two Deluxe Edition HC, 

$75.00
Planet Of The Apes Ursus TP, $19.99
Rugrats C Is For Chanukah Special #1 (Cover A Chrystin Garland), 

$7.99
RuinWorld #5 (Of 5)(Cover A Derek Laufman), $3.99
Saban’s Go Go Power Rangers #14 (Cover A Dan Mora), $3.99
Saban’s Go Go Power Rangers #14 (Cover B Miguel Mercado Ranger 

Variant), $3.99
Saban’s Go Go Power Rangers #14 (Cover C Audrey Mok), $3.99
Saban’s Go Go Power Rangers #14 (Cover D Natacha Bustos Movie 

Variant), AR
CALIBER ENTERTAINMENT
Caliber Presents Volume 4 The Observatory GN, $12.99
Orlak A Perfect 10 Volume 1 GN, $12.99
Vietnam Journal Series Two Volume 2 Journey Into Hell TP, $16.99
COMIC SHOP NEWS
Comic Shop News #1639, AR
DAIKAIJU
G-Fan #121, $6.95
DARK HORSE COMICS
Battlefield V Journal SC, $19.99
Blade Of The Immortal Omnibus Volume 7 TP, $21.99
Colossal King Conan HC, $99.99
Complete Elfquest Volume 5 TP, $24.99
Conan Omnibus Volume 7 Witchcraft And Warfare TP, $24.99
Doctor Star And The Kingdom Of Lost Tomorrows From The 

World Of Black Hammer TP, $17.99
Dr. Horrible Best Friends Forever #0 (Cover A Fabio Moon), $3.99
Dr. Horrible Best Friends Forever #0 (Cover B Francesco Francavilla), 

$3.99
Dragon Age Deception #2, $3.99
God Of War #1 (Of 4), $3.99
Harrow County Library Edition Volume 1 HC, $39.99
Joe Golem Occult Detective The Drowning City #3 (Of 5), $3.99
Neil Gaiman’s American Gods My Ainsel #8 (Cover A Glenn Fabry), 

Release List for December 2018
$3.99

Neil Gaiman’s American Gods My Ainsel #8 (Cover B David 
Mack), $3.99

Quantum Age #4 (Cover A Wilfredo Torres), $3.99
Quantum Age #4 (Cover B Brendan McCarthy), $3.99
William Gibson’s Alien 3 #1 (Cover A Johnnie Christmas), 

$3.99
William Gibson’s Alien 3 #1 (Cover B Joe Rivera), $3.99
DC COMICS
Aquaman Underworld The Deluxe Edition HC, $29.99
Catwoman #5 (Cover A Joelle Jones), $3.99
Catwoman #5 (Cover B Stanley Artgerm Lau), AR
Detective Comics #992 (Cover A Carmine Di Giandomenico), 

$3.99
Detective Comics #992 (Cover B Gabriele Dell’Otto), AR
Electric Warriors #1 (Of 6)(Cover A Travel Foreman), $3.99
Electric Warriors #1 (Of 6)(Cover B Bengal), AR
Flash #58 (Cover A Rafa Sandoval & Jordi Tarragona), $3.99
Flash #58 (Cover B Karl Kerschl), AR
Hawkman #6 (Cover A Bryan Hitch), $3.99
Hawkman #6 (Cover B Matteo Scalera), AR
House Of Whispers #3, $3.99
Mister Miracle #12 (Of 12)(Cover A Nick Derington), $3.99
Mister Miracle #12 (Of 12)(Cover B Mitch Gerads), AR
Nightwing Volume 8 Lethal Force TP, $24.99
Plastic Man #6 (Of 6), $3.99
Red Hood Outlaw #28 (Cover A Pete Woods), $3.99
Red Hood Outlaw #28 (Cover B Yasmine Putri), AR
Sandman Volume 2 The Doll’s House 30 Anniversary Edition 

TP, $19.99
Scooby Apocalypse #31 (Cover A Patrick Olliffe & Tom Palm-

er), $3.99
Scooby Apocalypse #31 (Cover B Rafael Sandoval), AR
Suicide Squad #48 (Cover A David Williams), $3.99
Suicide Squad #48 (Cover B Francesco Mattina), AR
Supergirl #24 (Cover A Evan Doc Shaner), $3.99
Supergirl #24 (Cover B Amanda Conner), AR
Superman #5 (Cover A Ivan Reis & Joe Prado), $3.99
Superman #5 (Cover B Adam Hughes), AR
Teen Titans Go Volume 5 Falling Stars TP, $12.99
Titans #29 (Cover A Brandon Peterson), $3.99
Titans #29 (Cover B Yasmine Putri), AR
V For Vendetta 30th Anniversary Edition HC, $49.99
Wonder Woman #58 (Cover A Terry Dodson & Rachel Dod-

son), $3.99
Wonder Woman #58 (Cover B Jenny Frison), AR
Wonder Woman #58 (Cover C Blank Variant), AR
DISNEY LUCASFILM PRESS
Star Wars Leia Princess Of Alderaan Sc, $9.99
DYNAMIC FORCES
Action Comics #1000 (Ken Haeser Signed & Remarked Pink 

Variant Cover), AR
Amazing Spider-Man #1 (Adam Hughes Comic Sketch Art 

Fade Variant Cover Plus One), AR
Amazing Spider-Man #1 (Greg Land Variant Cover), AR

Batman #50 (Jae Lee Black And White Variant Cover), AR
Batman #50 (Jae Lee Variant Cover), AR
Batman #50 (Jae Lee Wraparound Variant Cover), AR
DC November To Remember Thanksgiving Pack, AR
Harley Quinn #1 (Ken Haeser Signed & Remarked Pink Vari-

ant Cover), AR
Heroes In Crisis #1 (Of 9)(Tom King Signed Edition), AR
Hunt For Wolverine #1 (Ken Haeser Signed & Remarked 

Variant Cover), AR
Justice League #1 (Scott Snyder Signed Edition), AR
Justice League No Justice #1 (Scott Snyder Signed Edition), AR
Marvel November to Remember Thanksgiving Pack, AR
Multi-Publisher November To Remember Thanksgiving Pack, 

AR
Sandman Universe Special #1 (Katie Hidalgo Signed & Re-

marked Variant Cover), AR
Silk #1 (Greg Land Variant Cover), AR
Spider-Gwen #1 (Greg Land Variant Cover), AR
DYNAMITE ENTERTAINMENT
Green Hornet Generations TP, $19.99
James Bond Origin #3 (Cover A John Cassaday), $3.99
James Bond Origin #3 (Cover B Declan Shalvey), $3.99
James Bond Origin #3 (Cover C Kev Walker), $3.99
James Bond Origin #3 (Cover D Ibrahim Moustafa), $3.99
James Bond Origin #3 (Cover E Bob Q), $3.99
James Bond Origin #3 (Cover F John Cassaday Black & White 

Variant), AR
Lone Ranger Volume 3 #2 (Cover A John Cassaday), $3.99
Lone Ranger Volume 3 #2 (Cover B John Cassaday Black & 

White Variant), AR
Lone Ranger Volume 3 #2 (Cover C John Cassaday Virgin 

Variant), AR
Rainbow Brite #2 (Cover A Paulina Ganucheau), $3.99
Rainbow Brite #2 (Cover B Tony Fleecs Classic Variant), $3.99
Rainbow Brite #2 (Cover C Paulina Ganucheau Virgin Vari-

ant), AR
Rainbow Brite #2 (Cover D Tony Fleecs Classic Virgin Variant), 

AR
Robots Vs Princesses #3 (Cover A Nicolas Chapuis), $3.99
Robots Vs Princesses #3 (Cover B Nicolas Chapuis Virgin 

Variant), AR
Shadow #1 (Alex Ross Remarked Variant Cover), AR
Shadow #1 (Jae Lee Remarked Variant Cover), AR
EAGLEMOSS PUBLICATIONS
Alien And Predator Figurine Collection Magazine #46 (Top-

Knot Predator From AvP War), $29.95
Alien And Predator Figurine Collection Magazine #47 (Machi-

ko Naguchi From AvP War), $29.95
Alien And Predator Figurine Collection Magazine #48 (Power 

Plant Xenomorph From Requiem), $29.95
Battlestar Galactica Ships Collection Magazine #4 (Viper MK 1 

Classic Series), $60.00
DC Comics Batman Universe Bust Collection Magazine #14 

(Dark Knight Movie Joker), $24.95
DC Comics Batman Universe Bust Collection Magazine #15 

Class project for a comic-book magazine aimed at adults 

between 21-40. Focused mainly on strong type rather 

then traditional illustration
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Type A Training

Redesigned the logo for an NYC based training program, 

had to work with older files as well as handle social media 

on multiple platforms



I like to learn more about things I like as I get bored, 

these are some examples of how I learned some textual 

effects as I had free time inbetween semesters.

Word Art



This was a joint project, some pro-bono work for a group 

of people looking to publish their webcomic into a com-

petition by Shounen Jump, we both lettered, designing 

and coming up with SFX, word bubbles, and the art direc-

tion of it

Ronin Odyssey



For a class on branding I choose to redesign a christian 

organization’s logo, in this case, the United Reformed 

Churches in North America.

URCNA



Caution Comics Magazine

A project I did with my friends a long while back, we’re 

all writers and as I was in B.M.C.C learning indesign we 

decided to publish a small magazine and give it away on 

Free Comic Book day at a comic-shop we used to frequent. 

I ended up working with a friend to handle the art direc-

tion of the magazine.

REALEXIS CASTRO

15

Mercy
 The sun is high in the blue sky, and the heat 
passes through the white sands of the desert like a 
breeze. The desert floor is a framework, cracked, it’s 
a mosaic of dried mud only holding the memories of 
trees. The desert is barren and stretches out for miles 
in all directions, flat. There are two men standing on 
the desert floor, one man a hero and the other a mys-
tery on the verge of solving himself to be a villain. 
Both men are brothers, in blood and by the union 
of their circumstance, years of dedicated training 
culminating in a clash.
 One man was called
Kenny, he was a skinny japanese man, with toned 
muscles defined for function rather than glory. He 
had a long, bright blonde ponytail, and a young fresh 
face, his eyes filled with laughter. He usually wore 
a smile but today his mouth was taut, focused and 
concentrated. He wore a glass helmet with a small 
piece of metal around the rim that allowed him to 
speak and see clearly. His suit was full body up to his 
neck, a frictionless material everywhere except for 
the soles of his feet; thus allowing him to run at max 
speeds without catching fire or causing self harm. 
His ponytail poked out of his helmet, and swayed 
gently in the whisper like breeze that encircled the 
desert. Kenny was a mostly, if not odd but

unassuming figure out of costume. But in costume, 
the world knew him as “Kosoku” or “Ko” for short; 
the man who could outrun lightning itself. Kosokus 
eyes stared intently at the man that stood mere yards
away from him.
 Staring back was a mystery of a man, who 
unlike Kosoku, most of the world didn’t even know
existed. He was a light skinned man with semi curly 
but mostly straight, long black hair and a defined, 
hard face. He was medium height with broad shoul-
ders and a slightly thick frame, not intimidatingly 
large but fit enough to know soldiers work. He wore 
a black 3 piece suit with black boots, fingerless black 
gloves that had studded knuckles and an onyx black 
trench coat. He was fairly handsome, only bore down 
by the wrinkles that betrayed his youth. Stress lines,
frown lines and baggy eyes wore his face well. His 
real name was not known in public circles, and sel-
dom so in private ones. Everyone who knew of him, 
just called him “Porter”.
 The two men stared at each other for a few 
moments, examining each other. Ko waited exactly 
2 seconds before he began to run head first at Porter. 
Ko ran in the span of time it took for a thought to 
process in most people’s minds, and before a signal 
could transfer between neurons, he was
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already in front of Porter ready to attack. He
was in front of Porter within 1 microsecond, over 
400 times faster than the speed of light travelling 
through a fiber optic cable. His speed burned the
sand and the glass that formed, so much so that the 
glass had already began to warp in the shape of his 
footprints.
 Ko stopped on a dime a mere foot away from 
Porters face, firmly placed his feet, swung back his 
arm and rotated his hips faster than any camera 
could shutter to catch him. He threw his arm for-
ward with his full weight behind him, knuckles first. 
Porter an unmoving stone like figure, time moving 
at speeds only Gods could experience. Ko aimed for 
just underneath his pecs above his abs, a solar plexus
punch, with the force of a giganewton. Roughly 2 
billion pounds of force focused solely through his 
fist, at the speed of light, about to make contact
with weak flesh. And the very instant his clothing 
was so much as moved by the particles Kos punch 
moved, Porter was gone. And the punch that could 
end armies, landed on thin air.
 Where Ko was a speed god
able to travel as fast as time would allow, Porter was 
a man with the god like ability to ignore time. He 
teleported, instantaneously, faster than all forms
of time. And with that he was away from the punch. 
Ko knew he missed a micro second after he was 
gone, and with him missing he knew what would 
happen next. His punch landed on deaf air, but the 
particles he moved in the air continued moving for-
ward; absorbing untold amounts of kinetic energy. In 
real time there was an explosion of energy, a massive 
fireball of radiation, white hot and glowing shoot-
ing forward from where Ko had his fist. Scorching a 
path hundreds of yards ahead of himself, Ko turned 
around and saw Porter above him in the sky

floating.
 Digging his heels in, Ko concentrated his en-
ergy into his feet and jumped straight up to uppercut 
Porter in the air. As Ko approached,  Porter vanished 
behind him and elbowed him in the left kidney. 
Before Ko could turn around to kick him, Porter 
was already above his head, kicking his helmet with 
the heel of his boot. Ko was horribly dazed, his head 
ricocheting inside the confines of his own helmet, 
he fell hundreds of feet in an instant. His body laid 
at the center of a crater, and Porter watched him fall, 
his face unmoving. Porter turned his head around
slightly and within a femtosecond Ko was behind 
him in the skies once more. Ko’s helmet was almost 
cracked straight down the middle, his face only 
slightly bruised. This time Ko threw his full weight 
behind a leg drop, aimed for Porters shoulders. 
Porter evaded the attack, insulting Ko by teleporting 
right next to his leg, grabbing it and throwing him to 
the floor once more. As Ko flew down to the ground 
Porter popped above him and kicked his chest in,
adding spin to the already dangerous fall.
 A spinning meteorite, Ko hit the ground 
helmet first, popping it like a bubble. Porter popped 
back down to the ground to see the damage, and 
ready for the real first part of the fight. Glass flew ev-
erywhere when the helmet popped and as Ko stood
up, a cloud of dust settled. Porter could see Ko had a 
bloody face, scratched in a million places, his blood 
fell like sweat.  As his scratches and bruises healed 
almost instantly, Ko said
“Got it, no helmet. You want to fight slow”
And Porter responded
“Slow so you have a fighting chance, and that’s only
because I need to know something. Don’t make me 
kill you faster than I have to.”
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